
The Poetlc,Genius of
FRANZ TAMAYO
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s it happens whenever there is
genius that churns with pas-
sion in the mysterious sea of
life, Franz Tamayo's work

-and sometimes the mere mention of
his name-is enough to unleash a
polemic hurricane, to raise a storm of
debate. For reasons that have to do as
much with his books as with his
person-the almost esoteric nature of
his expressive medium, the confusing
characteristics of the historical period
in which he lived, his seclusiveness as
an artist, his personality as a politi-
cian-for these and others that are
evident to all, Tamayo is one of the
most controversial figures in the politi-
cal and cultural history of Bolivia.

To one critic he is the "supreme
artificer of Spanish verse," while
another asserts that "in Tamayo his
prose is superior to his poetry." He is
reproached for having undertaken to
"sing to the Caucasus . . . rejecting the
vital contact between earth and man,"
while there is no lack of those who
conclude that his fundamental contri-
bution to Western culture is that he has
revealed "the particular sensibility of
his race, of his country, and of his
experience." Another states purely and
simply that "Tamayo.. . adores
Greece"-meaning by this, perhaps,
that he was a universal poet, but on the
other hand, maybe, Hellenist at heart
and therefore absent. Still anothertells
us that in his work "rather than
projecting a Euclidian sense of space,
as in a Greek prototype, he conveys a
cosmic feeling for the Andean land-
scape, with its unending steppelike
pampa and the heights that reach for
the stars." "Virtuoso of classic art,"
one says. "Poet of American sensibili-
ty," is the reply. And so it goes; many
pages indeed could be filled with
antinomical references.

Bringing even more confusion to this
contradictory critical scene was the
personality of Franz Tamayo himself.
He was a difficult man. violent in his
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Franz Tamayo's.Ioue for his hameland is yuident in his masterwork, La Prometheida,
in which "he conueysta cosmic feelinq for the Andean landscape." Here
Boliuian uillagers retl.r.rn to their homes on the endless ex,panse of the altiplano
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mountains are to the Andean land-
scape: the eminence.

Since we must return to a purity of
judgment that will enable us to avoid
the critical confusion and antagonism,
I have chosen as the theme of the
present essay a direct approach to the
sense and poetic grandeur of La Prome-
theida (The Promethiad), which is the
'.'nost representative lyric work of the
i;reat Bolivian artist.

But it will not do to address the
subject of Tamayo without first review-
ing some preliminary considerations.
In his work, as in that of any great poet,
there are certain mysterious and tremo-
lant forces present, both implicitly and
explicitly, which are expressed in
complicated mythical symbolism and
in arduous conceptual language. Hence
it is necessary to set forth, as bases of
departure for the purposes of this r-
study, first, a clarification of t,n. 
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reactions when not inaccessible in-his
seclusion, proud and irascible, blern-
ished by political cdmrnitments, elevat-
ed by ethic and aestheti<ir ideals,
clouded by passion, illuminated by
knowledge. His, in sum, was a person-
ality that was remarkable, intense, and
admirable, but at the same time it was
polemic, contradictory, and mfisteri-
ous.

For us Bolivians the task of taking a
new look at Tamayo is approached as a
twofold obligation: first, to see that he
is justly reestablished as4 thinker and
artist after being waylaid in the jungle
of a criticism that was not always
noble, and treated him rnore as a stone
to kick around than as a sacred mensa,
and second, to reserve a definitive place
for his creative personality in the
national cultural panorama. For Ta-
mayo-and on this there is no disagree-
ment-is to the Bolivian spirit what the



teleologic mission of the poet, and,
second, an understanding, at least
approximate, of what the poetic art
consists of.

ystery is the way of the
universe. The essence and
the attributes of God, inert
matter and life, the rigidity

of physical structures and the versatili-
ty of thought, the causality of pheno-
mena and the dilemma of the human
being who seems to have been born

and the man who wants to know. It is
the basis for culture and the origin of
human glory and tragedy. I say "trag-
edy" because it is by reason of this
conflict that man suffers the inevitabil-
ity of the absolute, only one of whose
expressions is death; I say "glory"
because, faced with mystery, man
assails it with magnificent valor, thus
proclaiming himself as a dissenter
against fear and ignorance, as a being
of boldness and truth.

Culture is nothing else butthe sum of

penetrate the theologic nature of the
cosmos. A discursive temperament
begins with intuitions of abstract
thought and, following a method of
logical rigor, attempts to unravel forus
the metaphysical order of life. A
positive temperament begins with
concrete matter and phenomena and,
advancing by a logical and empirical
course, endeavors to reveal to us the
secrets of the physical world. An
affective temperament-that of the
artist-begins with an understanding,
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The imposing panorama of La Paz, the world's highest capital city, is symbolic of Tamayo, who ,,is to the Boliuianspirit what the rnountains are to the Andean landscape: tie eminence"

simultaneously for immortality and for
death-all are mystery! But man wants
to understand. He does not accept
mystery-thatis, he does not acceptthe
blind and deaf universe that has been
given to him; he seeks, through under-
s_tanding, to transform the kingdom of
darkness and fear into a reign of
happiness and light.

Man is the "great unconformist": he
is not in conformity with his world,
with his thought, or with his own
contradictory being. This original
insatisfaction sets up a conflict be-
tween the universe that is unknown
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the peripetia, contrasts, and victories
that take place in the course of man's
struggle against mystery. Accordingly,
we can regard culture as synonymous
with destiny; it is the supreme dignity
of man-the process of striving for
truth in order to master the universe
while at the same time lending to
human existence a sense that is both
tragic and seignorial.

The men of culture act in accordance
with their particular idiosyncrasies. A
mystic temperament begins with a
foreknowledge of God and, proceeding
through a dogmatic approach, seeks to

somewhere between intuitive and logi-
cal, of human nature and strives, by
means of the aesthetic method, to
disclose to us the mysteries of man and
of his situation with respect to destiny.

These men of culture-the mystic,
the thinker, the scientist, and the
artist-are the protagonists in hui.nan-
kind's struggle for understanding.
They are like interplanetary naviga-
tors in a universe of the spirit, toward
which it is always possible to set out
but whose latitudes offer no guarantee
of salvation or return, for the face of
truth, resplendent yet mournful, can



annihilate the audacious in the paraly-
sis of perfection or in the fire of
madness. These voyagers into the
realm of mystery return transcendent
from their travels, when they do return,
condemned without escape to pass on
their findings to us. For culture, as a
creature of eternity, needs to occur in
time, and man, born to die, hoPes to
arrive at his death having left graven
in history truths that survive him, as
testimony of his immortal nature.

This, then, is the source of cultural
events-the concrete works or expres-
sions that give temporal value to the
truth that man has stolen from infini-
ty. It is the reason for having a Gospel
that is phrased in human terms in
order to perpetuate the divine message
in history; it is the reason why thinkers
are led to record their abstract adven-
tures in philosophic systems; it is the
reason why scientists reduce to exact
formulae their empirical observations
about the natural world; it is what
motivates artists to take the human
tempest of dreams and passions and
mold it into beauty and harmony.

To the artist, soldier of culture, is
assigned the most difficult problem:
not that of God, or the abstract, or the
concrete, but of man himself-that is to
say, the ontological content of the
world. Art, as I see it, is a cultural
science of the human being, a specific
technical study aimed at identifying
the nonmortal nature of man, who,
despite having been born to die, lives
and gives life to immortal essences

-who, although he is here on earthbut
a few years, is nevertheless the reveal-
er, the discoverer, and the inhabitant of
the divine universe, of the metaphysi-
cal dimension of thought, and of the
physical structure of the world.

I do not believe in an art that
proclaims its end to be beauty, when
beauty is but one of its means. I do not
believe in an art placed atthe service of
historical purposes, because history is
but a fragment, cut off by death, of
eternity. I believe, rather, in an artthat
is human, created by man in order for
him to express himself in his relations
with eternity and destiny, in the drama
of his battle against mystery, and in
the unfathomable depths of his tragic,
solitary, and analytic nature.

A poet is he who makes drowning in
his own blood his reason for living. It is
he who, searching for words that may
last forever, builds, out of his failure
and his death, a song of victory and of
eternity which is his gift to other men.
Poetic art is not a comedy put on for

Tamayo as he appeared in four stages of his life: as a boy of seuen, a young

*o, of twenty-fiie, e n'ratu1e poet of fifty-fiue, and an elder statesman of seuenty
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appearance's sake, a pretty or emPtY
game of words. Poetic art is a tragedy
about mystery: an ultimate struggle for
the truth about man, the search for a
reason for life, a song of the sufferer, an
affirmation of the one who dies, a
modicum of certainty in the midst of
doubt, a glimmer of immortality in the
midst of death.

Prornetheida is sublime
poetic art comPosed bY
a sublime poet: it deals
with the pain of un-

great soul imposes on itself in order
that wisdom and beautY may be

lavished upon us, the unenlightened.
The poem's language has the follow-

ing technical characteristics: etymo-
logical and semantic rigor with respect
to the conceptual value of the words;
erudite reflections of Greek and Latin;
and evidence of the author's thorough
knowledge of classic Spanish litera-
ture. Tamayo fills his verses with
exquisitely appropriate terms, their
logical intention borne out by their
unassailable precision and enduring
consistency.
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requited love; it is the torment that a



The lexicon of The Prometheida
includes numerous Spanish words of
highly restricted use, even in what we
might call "serious" literature: rare
words of unusual beauty, fraught with
a serene archaic flavor.

Tamayo uses dozens of neologisms in
La Pro;netheida.It would seem that the
Spanish language, rich and harmoni-
ous of itself and withtheextraordinary
lexicon that it offers, is insufficient to
take care of his conceptual and aesthet'
ic need for new terms. Thus, assisted by
his erudition, he creates his own
language wherever necessary, testify-
ing to the poetic majesty of subjective
concepts that demand to be expressed
in a language that is more varied and
sonorous than the Spanish alone.

La Prornetheida is replete with Hel-
lenisms, both conceptual and verbal,
but this is not the same thing as a
Hellenizing zeal rather, they serve the
purpose for Tamayo of conveying
universality. Cultural appropriations
from the classic Greek and the perfect
e:<pressive form that gives thern their
lasting validity are the common cradle
of Western literature and art. For this
reason, their value and meaning are
universally known and accepted;to use
the precise expression, they are "clas-
sic terms"-definitive and past all
questions. When Racine, writing in
French, Dante in ltalian, or Calder6n
or Tamayo in Spanish use Hellenic
terminology to refer to cultural con-
cepts derived from Greek classicism, it
is certain that we will all understand
them. It is known universally that
anyone writing about a "Stygian
Lake" is speaking about the voyage of
death, while a reference to the "waters
of Lethe" invokes the idea of oblivion,
the "Golden Fleece" brings to mind an
endless and illusory task, a "Cauca-
sus" is a place of exile and suffeting,
and a Prometheus Bound or a "Prome-
thiad" implies the pain of an unjust
condemnation.

The Greek component of La Prome-
theida represents nothing more or less
than this desire for universality, this
unrenounceable cultural aspiration to
write for all people and for all times, not
in a universal language, which does
not exist, but rather with reference to a
language and a culture that cast a
uniform tight over all latitudes and all
periods.

The poet's resort to a lexicon of
archaic flavor, the systematic forma-
tion of neologisms based on mytholo-
gy, and the constant use of Hellenisms
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also serve to express the tragic theme in
words that credte ahazy atmosphereof
emptiness' and solitude.

Let us look,next at the characteristics
of the poetic'language inLa Promethei-
da.We see, above all, such a masterful
and unusual use of rhyme that the
musicality of this poem, published
sixty years ago, seems modern, disso-
nant, and surprising. For Tamayo,
avoiding the orthodox patterns, con-
stantly employs internal rhyme: asso-
nance and consonance, combinations
of syllables based exclusively on their
phonetic value, onomatopoeia, caco-
phonic license, reiteration of partici-
ples, and an obsessive sequence of
harsh or smooth sounds, depending on
the case, come together in a phonetic
orchestration that will very rarely be
equaled or surpassed in the panorama
of Spanish poetry. The musicality of La
Prometheida is flowing and powerful,
yielding to the dramatic pauses in the
unrhymed verse and then reestablish-
ing itself triumphantly in the caesuras
of the internal melody. In this way the
concel tual value of the expression is
brought into relief, upheld, and pro-
claimed through the high lyric quality
of tire form.

The meter is unfailingly consistent:
the tragedy's four thousand thirty-
seven verses alternate between
hendecasyllables and heptasyllables
of differing types and varying phonetic
value. The stress is applied with
sudden and powerful force: oxytones
and proparoxytones succeed each other
in a display of virtuosity that may
heighten and prolong the internal
sonority or bring it crashing down in a
sonorous finish.

The poetic languageof La Promethei-
da is an indescribable polychrome.
Against the background of the sober
spirit and the bare scenery that both
make up and embrace the tragic
pathos-as when he brings out in
sharp contrast the pathetic shadows of
the Chorus and the figures wailing on
the barren cliff-Tamayo bathes the
tragic scenes in an expressive river of
crystal and gold in whose waters dance
the dappled reflections of jungles and
stars and seas and mountains.

The images in La Prornetheida come
from two equally rich but antithetical
sources, and Tamayo uses them so
appropriately and in such fittine reso-
nance with the spiritual climate of each
scene that the tragedy becomes a model
of imaginative genius: stern and crag-
gy images of youth and lovers at play
in the idle and luxurious mythical

garden of the Homeric archipelago go
hand in hand with somber ones of the
solitary pain that builds up to a climax
and then subsides on the mountain of
exile.

We come now to the setting in which
the tragedy takes place-and to the
puerility of those who, having seen the
word "Caucasus," reproach Tamayo
for having preferred to sing to the
Asiatic mountains. No, Tamayo has
not chosen to sing to the Caucasus or to
any other place; rather, he has sung,
with all the strength of his voice and
his blood, in this solemn and solitary
hymn to the Bolivia of pain and
mountain peaks. Tamayo, like Aeschy-
lus, used the Caucasus as a synonym
for a remote place of torture. Tamayo is
not Bolivian, nor could he be Bolivian,
when it comes to the tragic theme: in
this matter he sings of a pain that is a
human pain, and human pain has no
nationality. But in the setting of his
work, the melancholy of his aesthetic
climate, the formidable desolation of
his voice, the dignity of the telluric
forces that nurture his genius, Tamayo
is absolutely Bolivian.

Thus, the dramatis personae enter
this scene in the Andes. Unlike Aeschy-
lus, who in Prometheus Bound makes
Prometheus himself, chained to the
mountainside, the protagonist, whose
torment at having his entrails gnawed
away by the eagle is essentially a
physical one, Tamayo in La Promethei-
do makes the protagonist precisely the
absence of Prometheus-the hollow-
ness that is left in his soul by the fact
that something exalted, something
vital and mortal, has been taken away
forever. Ultraterrestrial shades and
specters of every kind are frequent in
classical theater; but shades and spec-
ters, it must be said, are perceivable
representations, even if faded, of ab-
sent persons. Not here. Here we have a
tragedy whose protagonist, dispropor-
tionately active and present, is an
absence: something less real than a
shade, something that can exist only in
the full delirium of the human mind. I
do not know whether there is a more
disembodied character in world the-
ater, or one more poetic, than the
absence of Prometheus in La Prorne-
theida.

Around this emptiness, which,like a
tragic flame, seems to have consumed
all peace and life, a brilliant dialogue is
carried on by five characters and a
mythical Chorus, whose speeches,
curses, and laments all cry out for the
absent Titan: Psyche, the Oceanic



Nymphs, and Iris the go-between with
Olympus, and then later Pallas
Athene, Apollo, and Ares, the gods to
whom the agonizing Psyche appeals
for help. Finally, at the end, there
eomes Melliphron, the nightingale
which, singing four mysterious stan-
zas at the denouement, gives a final,

Tamayo's most meticulous obeervers
nor the most profound ones have a
single word to say to us about the
substance of La Prometheida. They
have broken down its palpable aspects

-form, color, sound, word, meter-into
tiny analytic shreds, and they have
ranked it as an exalted work, but they

objective of its creation-has become
diluted in the aesthetic depths atwhich
the roots of truth (which can be
conquered through beauty and through
the joy that man derives from pain) are
nurtured. I look upon the soul of the
artist as an inner fortress, accessible
only to the Orphic light-to those other

A mojestic uiew of the Andean londscape, with towering mountoins reflected' in
o crystolline lake, whose grandeur serued as on inspiration for Tarnayo's poetic masterpiece,I'a Prometheida
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ethic, and aesthetic conclusion to the
tragedy.

Formally speaking-and in Tamay-
o's own characterization of the poem

-La Prometheida is a lyric tragedy.
Culturally, it is the aesthetic message
that one artist uses to convey to his
fellow men that spark of truth which, at
the price of his solitude and his ulti-
mate ravishment, he has stolen from
mystery.

But this is the strange part: neither

have relegated it to the dusty shelves of
Hellenic tragedy. This is all wrong: La
Prornetheida is not a continuation,
much less an imitation, of Aeschylus'
Prometheus Bound. Even though to
add a second part to Prornetheus
Bound would be a worthy undertaking
indeed and would be enough to bring
glory to more than one of our own,
Tamayo is different.

The poetic substance of La Prome-
theida -that is, the origin, sense, and
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souls which, through foreknowledge,
also have the ability to see among the
shadows, albeit on a different scale.

Looking from the threshold of La
Prornetheida I am reminded of the
central truth of all aesthetics: namely,
that the work of art is wrenched not so
much from the artist as from the man
himself, and that it is from inside this
man, an ooze of dreams andblood,that
the stars are born; it is in man himself
that we can find the foundations of

''1



eternal architecture.
Critics should forget Olympus and

Parnassus, the Prometheus Bound of
Aeschylus and the Oedipus Rex of
Sophocles, and, brushing out the star
dust bitter, scoffing artists have
thrown in their eyes,look in all simplic-
ity much closer to hand, for this is one
of the most shining songs of love that
has ever been written.

The absence of Prometheus is the
nostalgia for love lost. Someone has
been left far away, on the shores of a
luminous sea, and Pallas Athene
speaks:

Un suefto y un dolor! La Promethei-
da...

Una rnujer, una mujer, oh 6xtasis!

A drearm and a torment! The Promethi-
ad...

A woman, a woman! O ecstasy!

The poet has exiled himself, for
reasons of pride, on the summit of the
ineluctable mountain. From this peak
Tamayo, a new Prometheus, reveling
in the pain of love without hope, sends
echoing down to us-and to firture
generations-the voices of tragedy. As
La Prometheida opens, the duel be-
tween man and destiny has ended in
defeat for the human side. "The Pro-
methiad," like any true tragedy,isonly
a sigh of nostalgia, a lament for that
which is already gone. Unlike drama,

. in which agony and struggle are still
present, tragedy comes afterward: it is
the sequel to defeat, death, and oblivi-
on. The central point for understand-
ing La Prometheida is that when
Tamayo, at forty years of age, returns
fromthe shores of Italy and France and
makes the climb once more to his lofty
homeland, he carries with him a dead
man-a shadow of his former self,
wherein the yearning to create still
pulsates but for whom life and death,
glory and pain are already over. And
with this, he sits down to write the
poem.

Psyche, who is the figuration of his
soul, and the Oceanic Nymphs, who
represent his physical being, discourse
over the absence of love and appeal to
the gods for its return. Moved by the
intensity of their plea, the gods decide" to make themselves present: Pallas
Athene, wisdom; Apollo, beauty; Ares,
war. They listen to the poet's story of
suffering and come to the conclusion
that none of them-neither wisdom nor
beauty nor spirit of battle-has itin his
power to return the shade of the Titan
to the supplicant:

Dos ueces no se uiue el mismo dia
y lo escrito en la nieue o en la roca,
si una uez se ha borrado es p&ra

siempre.

Never twice does the same day live;
what is written in the snow or on the

rock,
once erased, is forever lost.

The gods retire; the poet quiets his
lament. The tragedy is going to end.
Then, out of the shadows when every-
thing is over, Iris says:

Adi6s, Titd.n, adi6s la ninfa, adi6s
la noche, adi6s el dia, adi6s Ia uida!
Melancol[a! Adi6s! Melancolia!

Farewell Titan, farewell nymph, fare-
well

night, farewell day, farewell life!
Fareweli sweet sadness, farewell!

and a nightingale chirps briefly:

. . . en 6l como en cairel
baila eI misterio aquel
y es el secreto hilo
que en mi trinar deshilo.

. . . like the fibers of a fringe
mystery dances in him,
and is the secret thread
that I unravei as I sing.

' The mystery of La Prometheido is in
,the song of the nightingale. Apollo
.confirms this:

Estro genial que es en la Lira oda,
lo trueca en trino el ruisefi.or aeda.

Fire of genius that is in the Lyre's ode
The avian poet infuses it into his trill.

- Finally, on the last page of the poem,
Iiis bursts forth:
'Sabre la cumbre del sagrado Cducaso
el pd,jaro insensato que escuchara
Ios pasados titd.nicos lamentos,
euoc& con su canto peregrino
la sombra inmensa del Titd,n excelso.

On the sacred peak of the Caucasus
the nonsensical bird that harks
to the laments of fitanic pasts
evokes with his strange warble
the long shadow of the fitan himself.

The shade of Prometheus returns,
and with it, all that has happened. Life
itself, along with the nostalgia for the
passions of old, which the forces of the
gods cpuld not summon, are brought
back now to the poet by the magic of a
bird that sings nonsensically-just for
the sake of singing.The poet dieswhen
he realizes that his torment has not
been in vain, since atleastithas served

to create the song of a nightingale, a
scintilla of beauty for his fellow men.
Like Beethoven in the Ninth Sym-
phony, Tamayo says to mankind in Zo
Prornetheida: Through momentary
pain it is possible to arrive at immortal
jov.

Far away from other men, drenched
in tears and blood, his temporal human
clay raised to sublime heights through
his suffering, Tamayo, the great poet,
the voyager into mystery, the soldierof
culture, fulfills his teleologic mission in
La Prometheida to unmask the human
enigma, to build temples to Apollo
above the clamor of the Dionysiac
torment. He himself says to us in this
work:

El manso Prometheo
cel6 en su pecho un grande
coraz6n de pelicano
y un alrna dadiuosa
de cisne moribundo.
Sus arduos di,as fueron
un desgranar de estrellas
sobre las frentes l6bregas,
y fue su uerbo fl6bil
un deshilar de linfas
sobre los labios dridos.
Sus olos florecieron
de luz la noche humana
y en las tinieblas fLrreas
del rnilenario oluido
brillaron corrlo arrn6nicas
corolassiderales....

The gentle Prometheus
concealed in his breast
the great heart of a pelican
and the magnanimous soul
of a dying swan.
His arduous days were
a scattering of stars
upon murky brows,
and his mournful lament
a sprinkling of water
upon arid lips.
His eyes brought radiance
to the human night
and in the severe darkness
of millenary oblivion
they blazed their beam
likesiderealdiadems.... ll

The article is based on an address by
Ambassador Fernando Ortiz Sanz
deliuered onthe occasionof his election
to mernbership in the Boliuian Acade-
my of the Spanish Language. The
Boliuian diplomat and author is the
Perrnanent Representatiue of his coun-
try to the Organization of American
States. The article was translatedfrom
the Spanish.
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